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The Oregon Golf Club is an 18-hole private golf facility that was
designed on 178 acres on top of Petes Mountain overlooking the
Willamette River Valley. The golf course is carved from the
steeply rolling property that once was a commercial Christmas
tree farm with a backdrop of the Cascade mountain range.
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This golf course project was the first design collaboration of
longtime friends Peter Jacobsen and Jim Hardy. During the
design process Jim and Peter both gave each hole individual
attetention, building on the natural elements found throughout
this gorgeous site. The golf holes at Oregon Golf Club follow the
rise and fall of the hills and hollows that dominate the property.
The routing slips between mature woodlands, angles down
ridges, and runs quietly along creek banks. One of the highlights
is the 12th hole, a stunning par-3 that was created in a canyon
setting with the tees and green sites carved into opposite
hillsides. The hills are covered with more than 3,000 rose bushes
that provide a breathtaking hazard.
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Project Location
West Linn, Oregon

Throughout the 18-holes at The Oregon Golf Club Jacobsen
Hardy Golf Course Design combined beautiful scenery, rigorous
terrain and a commitment to the environment, making it one of
the most exclusive private golf courses in the Northwest.

Client
Contact: Roger Aggson
Ph: (503) 650-7800

Since opening in 1992 The Oregon Golf Club has been nothing
short of a pure success story. It was the host site of the Pacific
Northwest’s premier golf event - “The Fred Meyer Challenge”
from 1992 thru 1998. In 1992 it was ranked in the “Top 100
modern Courses in America” by Links Magazine. In 1993, it was
nominated by Golf Digest as best new private course, and it was
the host for the 1994 Women’s NCAA finals.

Wadsworth Golf Construction
Contact: Tom Shapland
Ph: (815) 436-8400
Project Status
18-holes Opened Summer 1992

The success of the Oregon Golf Club ultimately set the tone for
what was yet to come from Jacobsen Hardy Golf Course Design.
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